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Abstract
Derivatives can be embedded in financial engineered structures involving one or more conduit entities and jurisdictions. Increased innovation led to an emergent market view that assets can be both de- and re-composable, with each iteration version being tradable “aspect[s] of assets” in the marketplace. Conceptual methodology of this article provides a conceptual tax policy analysis arguing that derivatives instrument innovation poses several significant challenges to the traditional global tax system. Such factors must be carefully weighed by policymakers, given their respective specific market dynamics and tax objectives, leading to the conclusion that not one approach represents a policy panacea to derivatives financial instruments. This article provides a conceptual tax policy analysis arguing that derivatives instrument innovation poses several significant challenges to the traditional global tax system, which has been traditionally predicated on a clear-cut demarcation regarding: (1) asymmetric tax treatment between debt/equity, accrual versus realization method of income recognition, and income characterization). They are distinguishable financial instrument innovations from traditional plain vanilla financial products, whereby clear-cut delineations exist more readily [1]. The combination of market liberalization and innovation led to the creation of financial derivatives, whereby its price is derived from the price of a separate reference obligation [2]. Derivative products include futures contracts (traded on exchanges), forwards (traded in the OTC market), swaps and options. Such financial tools can be used for either hedging or speculative purposes, worth an estimated $640 trillion (as of June 2019) [3]. The more sophisticated and exotic the financial derivative instrument innovation, often the opaquer and more challenging to examine their underlying, constituent components. This phenomenon acutely applies in a broad spectrum of financial instrument innovation from hybrids issued directly between related entities to hybrids/synthetics issued and a series of conduit companies (whereby the hybrid is treated as equity in Conduit Entity 1, and debt in Conduit Entity 2), both
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1. Introduction

Derivatives often blur the dividing lines between traditional threshold criteria (i.e., asymmetric tax treatment between debt/equity, accrual versus realization method of income recognition, and income characterization). They are distinguishable financial instrument innovations from traditional plain vanilla financial products, whereby clear-cut delineations exist more readily [1]. The combination of market liberalization and innovation led to the creation of financial derivatives, whereby its price is derived from the price of a separate reference obligation [2]. Derivative products include futures contracts (traded on exchanges), forwards (traded in the OTC market), swaps and options. Such financial tools can be used for either hedging or speculative purposes, worth an estimated $640 trillion (as of June 2019) [3]. The more sophisticated and exotic the financial derivative instrument innovation, often the opaquer and more challenging to examine their underlying, constituent components. This phenomenon acutely applies in a broad spectrum of financial instrument innovation from hybrids issued directly between related entities to hybrids/synthetics issued and a series of conduit companies (whereby the hybrid is treated as equity in Conduit Entity 1, and debt in Conduit Entity 2), both
onshore and offshore, including in tax haven (tax efficient) jurisdictions.

If a tax jurisdiction within the global financial system lacks clear tax policy rules regarding derivatives instrument innovation treatment, then tax base erosion becomes a potential policy problem. Ambiguity allows taxpayers to engage in tax arbitrage, recharacterize income, reconstitute instrument classification, and change income recognition timing explicitly for tax benefits [4], without changing the substantive economic nature of the financial instrument [5].

From a global financial order purview, a system of competition and lack of coordination exists regarding the exact tax treatment of derivatives in an international, cross-border context. Tax treatment of derivatives are not unified. As such, capital flows derived from derivatives are often dictated by different and disparate tax rules, based on a function of treaty provisions related to the type and character of such capital flows [6].

What allows for such problems to arise? One issue is an outdated assumption that all financial products could be clearly bifurcated into debt or equity [7]. For example, when it comes to debt treatment, interest payments are generally deductible as an expense for the issuer; however, return to equity (dividends) generally does not receive such treatment [8, 9]. Another example is when interest (debt treatment) is generally taxed on an accrual basis, whereas dividends (equity treatment) are taxed on a realization basis [10, 11]. And finally, dividends are often taxed as ordinary income only when realized (in contrast to interest payments) and generally taxed at a lower capital gains tax rate [12].

As a case in point, a financial transaction is taken where derivatives are used by a firm to invest in a foreign subsidiary (assuming the home country uses a territorial tax system). If the investment is equity financed, no tax deduction is generally given, and no tax obligation exists in the home country. In contrast, if the investment is financed in the form of a loan (debt, not equity), then the loan payments are often treated as tax deductible in the host country and taxable in the home country. A separate case is also considered where the home country is now operated under a worldwide tax regime (e.g., U.S.). Even in this instance, hybrid financing remains the dominant structuring strategy in a prisoner’s dilemma context [13] since derivatives often allow for deductibility in the host country with a tax credit in the home country (for corporate tax obligations in the host country) [14].

In another transnational conceptual case, a transaction is considered whereby U.S. tax rules that consider several criteria to determine whether a financial instrument should be characterized as debt or equity, compared to the French tax system that primarily considers one variable, voting rights, to make such debt or equity characterization. Here, tax arbitrage opportunities exist in a cross-border transaction. If a conceptual entity, US1, makes an investment into France with an instrument that resembles equity in all aspects but does not confer voting rights, the instrument will likely be characterized, first, as equity from the U.S. tax perspective, and second, as debt from France’s tax perspective. Such tax avoidance opportunities, which effectively lower tax rates on investments, are possible since each country happens to emphasize different criteria in their financial instrument debt versus equity characterization calculi [15]. In certain cases, such tax arbitrage opportunities have led to significant tax losses in the billions [16].

2. Method

The methodology of this article provides a conceptual tax policy analysis arguing that derivatives instrument innovation poses several significant challenges to the traditional global tax system, which has been traditionally predicated on a clear-cut demarcation regarding: (1) asymmetric tax treatment between debt and equity; (2) the timing rule in terms of income recognition for tax purposes (e.g. accrual versus realization); and (3) income characterization (e.g. ordinary income versus capital gains). The conceptual tax policy responses, including anti-avoidance measures, mark-to-market, bifurcation, integration, and various information-sharing regimes, have their benefits and weaknesses. Such factors must be carefully weighed by policymakers, given their respective specific market dynamics and tax objectives, leading to the conclusion that not one approach represents a policy panacea to derivatives financial instruments.

3. Results (Conceptual Analysis)

Derivatives can be embedded in financial engineered structures involving one or more conduit entities and jurisdictions. Increased innovation led to an emergent market view that assets can be both de- and re-composable, with each iteration version being tradable “aspect[s] of assets” in the marketplace. In the value-maximizing pursuit of deriving optimal value in both de- and re-composable form, each asset was further parsed into ever-thin slices in terms of the potential to decouple and recouple economic, voting, and other rights typically associated with assets.

This phenomenon served as requisite pretext for the genesis and subsequent big bang of financial derivatives, which in turn, created opportunities to hedge risk across jurisdictions, including tax-efficient jurisdictions to capitalize on tax arbitrage opportunities at a global scale, often in programme structures (involving MTN note programmes with CDSs, FX swaps, and SPVs) that, as Wigan argues, did not incentivize full disclosure [17]. In certain case that is similar to the above example but with one or more conduit entities, the home country firm
investing in a foreign country can achieve equity treatment, and debt treatment in the host country [18]. Conduit entities allow firms to exploit debt-equity demarcation rules between not just the home and host jurisdictions, but also in third-party jurisdictions [19].

The following conceptual transaction is considered: two products exist, one plain vanilla (baseline case) and the other a hybrid derivatives instrument (coming, debt, equity, and potentially other derivatives), with each/both returning the same cashflows, but each receiving asymmetric tax treatment, which allows and invites tax arbitrage when using derivatives [20]. The first product, a bond with a forward contract, would have its bond coupons taxed each year as ordinary income, and the capital gains/losses from the forward contract would be taxed on settlement date of the contract. However, the hybrid derivative product involving a structured note (contingent debt) is unclear, since debt yield of the product in each period cannot be calculated until its final payment [21, 22]. If the taxpayer delays the tax point until the entire product is closed, a substantial deferral of tax liabilities would ensue, unlike with the first plain vanilla product (baseline case) example, even though both their economic substance is similar.

Traditional tax regimes and policymakers also face challenges in characterizing synthetic instruments (structured from several instruments to replicate and synthesize the cashflows of another financial instrument, with options and forward contracts as examples of synthetic instruments) since taxpayers could structure in form one financial instrument into another for tax arbitrage benefit [23]. For instance, an investor holding a share that has substantially gained value, and is interested in selling the share for a bond, could defer capital gains realization by creating a synthetic bond with a short forward contract. Here, the net effect is that the contract price synthetically replicates that of the bond principal. By doing this, capital gains (from selling the share), and the interest income (from the bond) are both deferred until the forward contract expires [24, 25].

Another potential tax system challenge with synthetics is the ability of taxpayers to strategically realize losses of some components without realizing the offsetting gains in other components at any given time series [26]. For example, with the same earlier example, if the taxpayer could choose to close out the contract and hold onto the share (in lieu of waiting for the contract to mature), a loss would be realized on the forward contract, without realizing accrued gain of the share in the same time series. This allows the taxpayer to receive substantial tax arbitrage benefits from the deferred recognition of the gains made [27].

4. Policy Discussion

A challenge in taxing derivatives exists in the form of the traditional tax system’s asymmetric treatment of economically equivalent cashflows [28]. Given this, investors can exploit such asymmetric tax treatment by using derivatives to receive beneficial (artificial) tax benefits [29]. The posited solution must also be able to address how derivatives are used, as such, regarding both a specific and continuous time series.

Various countries have tried different methods to deal with the tax challenge related to derivative products [30]. Some of the more interesting tax policy option approaches include integration, bifurcation, mark-to-market, withholding tax on payments to nonresidents, and income (including premium) classification methods when applying a tax treaty.

Integration

The integration approach involves the derivative in question being linked to other related financial instruments and taxes them as a composite (wholly combined). Take a perfect hedge (long position) as an example, taxpayers would normally benefit by realizing losses. Here, the integration method would deny loss realization until both the call and put positions are terminated. This could be taken further still to defer any tax benefit until the underlying hedged asset itself is also terminated.

An argument against using the integration approach is the immense difficulty in linking the derivative in question to its linked transactions (onshore and/or offshore), which in practice, could be administratively impracticable if not at times impossible [31]. Such challenge would be particularly acute in the case of hybrids and synthetics using conduit vehicles in offshore, tax-efficient (e.g., tax havens or tax secrecy) jurisdictions [32].

Bifurcation

The bifurcation method of taxing derivatives is developed based on the assumption that derivatives are a function of separate but related composite components [33, 34] (e.g., a contingent debt obligation composed of a standard fixed-interest debt instrument attached to a long-position forward contract). Under the bifurcation method, each component would be taxed (bifurcated) as separate instruments, and hence, in theory at least mitigating incentives to enter derivatives for primarily tax arbitrage benefits. Another benefit is that bifurcation would work under most traditional tax regimes due to the separation of asset classification (i.e., debt and equity).

Two arguments exist against using the bifurcation method. The first is that the composition of financial products to form derivatives is a value-added feature in the marketplace (for hedging and/or speculative purposes, akin to the value-added of putting separate components together to form an autonomous-driving vehicle). The second argument is that the decomposition of derivatives
into its more foundational composite components can exist at more than one level [35], thus raising the question of what level to pierce through in every transaction, in every market, and in every instance. A fixed-to-floating rate swap, for instance, could be bifurcated into either a series of forwards or fixed-floating rate debt obligations.

Retrospective Taxation

An alternative to the above approaches exists by way of retrospective taxation. This approach essentially taxes only the risk-free rate of return from holding an asset. Here, the actual gain/loss of the risk-free rate (i.e., the risk premium amount) is untaxed [36]. Given this, in theory, no taxpayer incentive exists for tax arbitrage, either at a specific or continuous time series when held.

The benefit of retrospective tax is that neither the (derivative) asset acquisition cost nor cost basis adjustment (as in the mark-to-market approach) is required [37, 38]. The conceptual basis for the approach is based on the notion that the risk-adjusted tax liability on the risk premium should be net zero, since income tax reduces both net tax gains and losses (assuming tax losses are deductible). A weakness is that the retrospective taxation approach may be administratively burdensome, while requiring large-scale market coordination and information sharing [39].

Mark-to-Market

Derivatives product valuation can be opaque and notably fluctuate, which makes taxing derivatives challenging, particularly under a traditional tax regime [40]. One possible solution is utilizing a mark-to-market approach, whereby for tax purposes, the gain/loss (calculated as the differential between the derivatives’ market value and cost basis) would be recognized by the asset holder (at the end of a specified tax period, as it was sold) [41]. From a cost basis perspective, the derivative instrument would be adjusted (as a gain or less). The benefit of the mark-to-market method for taxing derivatives is that it applies the same tax rate to both market-based gains and losses (i.e. symmetric tax treatment) at a specific time series, which mitigates the timing variable related to income recognition (when mark-to-market is not used) [42].

Although the practice of using mark-to-market is now relatively common, and the benefits exist, countervailing forces in terms of weaknesses exist. One weakness is evidenced when derivatives (as OTC products) have few or no market comparable (i.e. for thinly traded markets, or derivatives under financial stress, as seen in the 2007/08 financial crisis) [43]. As such, tax arbitrage opportunities could resurface in dual, co-existing tax “parallel universes” whereby in one market (universe) financial derivatives are marked-to-market, while in another market (universe), derivatives are not marked-to-market.

An additional weakness in the global system exists in a scenario when unrealized gains face a tax burden (when normally, without a mark-to-market, no tax burden would ensue), which in turn, causes a cashflow problem if the gains are not ultimately realized. As a conceptual example, if a CDS (credit default swap) is held for hedging (rather than speculative) purposes to create a so-called "perfect hedge". Then, generally, there would be no net gain when the (perfect hedge) position is closed out on the underlying asset [46]. However, a tax liability could exist if the CDS is marked to market but the asset being hedged (e.g., structured note) is not marked to market. Finally, another weakness of using mark-to-market is its incongruity with aspects of the traditional tax system, such as the asymmetric tax treatment of debt and equity, and of ordinary income compared to capital gains. Certain rules would need to be instituted to resolve such tax policy incongruities. For example, in the U.S. case, trading futures gains/losses are treated as capital, while for non-corporate taxpayers, they are subject to the so-called “60/40 rule” that is not dependent on time period. Moreover, for hedging transactions, gains/losses are recognized only when their related trading positions are closed out on the hedged assets [46].

Selecting a Derivatives Taxation Policy

Based on a single approach all the time, in all markets to tax derivatives is inherently difficult. As such, a “one-size-fits-all” tax policy approach, albeit elegant, may not always be a sound approach due to its inflexibility and disregard for the particular market conditions in which the tax policy approach is being implemented. As previously argued, each method has its strengths and weaknesses.

The mark-to-market approach could be effective for widely-traded derivatives with many comparables, with accounting systems based on the mark-to-market principle. The bifurcation and integration methods, although conceptually opposite, could coexist and be applied based on a transactional case-by-case application, which is the practice of many OECD countries. Meanwhile, retrospective taxation (as argued for by Auerbach and Bradford) is theoretically elegant, but administrative (and perhaps politically) challenging [47]. Thus, one tax policy approach would be to allow each tax jurisdiction to decide independently, by which those outlined would be the most effective (or least ineffective) in a particular case. Admittedly, this in turn, could potentially lead to incongruous derivatives-related regulatory regime "wrinkles" in a particularly region and/or globally.

Anti-Avoidance Measures as a Tax Regulation Policy for Derivatives

If derivatives are used as a tax arbitrage tool leading to tax avoidance, why has more effective anti-avoidance measures not been used? Take, as one seemingly straightforward conceptual anti-avoidance measure, a host country requiring conditional dividend exemption on
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non-deductibility in the host country. Effective as it seems, such anti-avoidance measure exists in only a few jurisdictions [48]. But to effectively tax hybrid structures using derivatives, anti-avoidance rules must pierce through the often opaque and complex chain of offshore conduit entities to determine whether, for instance, dividend income is ultimately derived from a deductible payment by a subsidiary, or from a non-deductible payment from another source [49].

Anti-avoidance regulations could also be put in place to allow tax authorities to recharacterize derivatives [50], such as those involving multiple conduits, treated instead for tax purposes, as transactions directly between two entities. CFC (Controlled Foreign Corporation) rules could also be enacted so that home jurisdictions can treat foreign subsidiaries in low-tax jurisdictions as domestic (onshore) subsidiaries for tax purposes [51]. Further, withholding taxes on dividend and interest payments to tax havens could also be implemented, but this begs the question of how to define a so-called “tax haven.”

What about a coordinated global on hybrid-derivatives? In Europe, DAC 1 and 2 regimes (DAC 1 2011/16/EU, DAC 2 2014/107/EU) for administrative cooperation in conjunction with a DOTAS-like regime (where tax regulators derive transactions-related details directly from the taxpayer) could also be utilized. The tradeoff, under a bounded optimality model, would be the need for greater resources and coordination (for derivatives information-sharing), which requires the insertion of yet another regulatory layer that potentially increases complexity and market distortions [53, 54].

The rise of derivatives instrument innovation provided a policy lesson that due to apparent asymmetries, regulators were unable, and to a certain extent, unwilling to coordinate and share information. Since the 1980s, European and global financial markets have increased exponentially in terms of size, savvy, and scope. As Helleiner and Ryner argue, the liberalization of financial markets and the removal of capital controls and flows has reconstituted the relationship dynamics between not just the financial sector and the nation-state, but at another dimension in the strategic multi-dimensional chessboard, the financial sector, and its participants with market regulators [55, 56]. An output function of such financial market exponential size, savvy, and scope, as argued by Wigan and others, is financial market innovation, which in turn, led to financial product sophistication, namely financial derivatives (above and beyond mere “plain vanilla” products) such as swaps, options, and futures, whereby the value of the product is a function of a separate referenced obligation (to use ISDA definitions) [57, 58].

This then raises the question: “why not have all tax jurisdictions simply cooperate?” Although benefits from global coordination regarding tax policy seems obvious on its face, Johannesen’s model-based research suggests that an “uncoordinated policy equilibrium” exists at the global level [59], in which countries do not adequately utilize anti-avoidance measures, while multinational entities use hybrids and derivatives in tax avoidance schemes, leading to countries “optimally” and allowing for tax avoidance [60, 61]. Such findings are also a function of firms using immobile factor production inputs. Other tax policy suggestions also exist, including regarding transfer pricing rules, thin capitalization rules, and taxation of capital flows to tax havens.

Somewhat more controversially, a Financial Transaction Tax (FTT) could also be a possible tax policy feature, which includes and captures derivatives, to work in conjunction with other measures, such as anti-money laundering (AML) initiatives and treaty-based mutual assistance agreements for tax matters. The FTT, as background, is a European Commission proposal, initially introduced in 2011, to enact a financial transaction tax within certain EU member states. The FTT, separate from a bank levy and/or banker bonus tax, has the objectives of (1) mitigating against the costs of future bank crises and bailouts; and (2) raising up to 57 billion Euros per enacted year. In concept, FTT would be imposed on financial transactions between financial institutions based on financial product type, specifically levying a tax of 0.1% applied to debt and equity transactions, and 0.01% applied to financial derivatives transactions.

However, because FTT provisions typically tax derivatives at a much lower rate than debt or equity transactions [62], this could incentivize financial engineering of investments into derivatives products. This, in turn, could spur, not inhibit, the use of multiple, relatively opaque conduit vehicles, making tracking and information sharing even more challenging, particularly outside the FTT’s jurisdiction, above and beyond raising both capital (that can correlate with innovation) [63] and transaction costs [64]. Moreover, if used, FTT should retain a residence capturing principle so that tax is due to relevant party (or beneficial owner). At a practical level, some scholars have argued for an ISDA agreement amendment to reflect that any FTT tax on derivatives that are unpaid are subsequently deemed null and void [65]. The ISDA amendment approach could create an effective mechanism for global compliance, whereas without it, an incentive would exist to structure derivatives transactions outside FTT’s scope and jurisdiction.

5. Conclusions

This conceptual article argues that financial derivatives instrument innovation poses several significant challenges to the traditional tax system at the global level, which have been historically predicated on a clear-cut demarcation related to asymmetric tax treatment between debt and equity, the timing rule in terms of income.
recognition for tax purposes (e.g., accrual versus realization) and income characterization. Tax authorities globally were grossly out-resourced, outdated, and outmaneuvered when it came to understanding and dealing with tax arbitrage transactions involving derivatives instrument innovations in multiple jurisdictions, time horizons, and legal regimes. The tax policy responses outlined in this article, including mark-to-market, bifurcation, integration, anti-avoidance measures, and information-sharing regimes, have their benefits and weaknesses, which must be carefully weighed by policymakers, given their respective specific market dynamics and tax objectives, leading to the conclusion that not one approach represents a policy panacea to derivatives financial instrument innovation.
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